SUMMARY OF UNPUBLISHED AGREEMENTS REACHED IN CONNECTION
WITH THE TREATY OF MUTUAL COOPERATION AND SECURITY
WITH JAPAN

1. Consultation - Record of Discussion. (Confidential)

This is a confidential agreement defining more precisely the con-
sultation arrangements combined in the public exchange of notes. This
has the effect of restricting our obligations to consult on "deployment"
to the introduction into Japan of nuclear weapons and large missiles and
on "operations" to military combat operations that may be initiated from
Japan against areas outside Japan. (See also description of consultation
arrangements.)

2. Consultation - Consultative Committee Minute. (Secret - Limit Distribution)

This is a secret arrangement for advance consultation to permit us
to react immediately from Japanese bases to a renewal of the Communist
attack in Korea. (See also description of consultation arrangements.)

3. Agreements of the Joint Committee Established by Article XXVI of the
Administrative Agreement - Minute. (Limited Official Use)

The Joint Committee established by Article XXVI of the Administrative
Agreement has developed, over the past eight years, a large body of detailed
arrangements implementing the Administrative Agreement. These arrangements
will be preserved intact by a minute initiated by the negotiators for adoption
at the first meeting of the Joint Committee established by Article XXV of the
Japan Status of Forces Agreement. This minute bears a low classification
at Japanese request in conformity with standard Japanese practice for
classifying Joint Committee transactions.

(Official Use Only)

The negotiators initiated an interpretive minute for the guidance of
the new Joint Committee clarifying the meaning of Article III, Paragraph 1,
and rescinding in part an agreed view relating to Article XVIII, Paragraph 4
of the Japan Status of Forces Agreement. This minute bears a low classifi-
cation at Japanese request in conformity with standard Japanese practice
for classifying Joint Committee transactions.

The minute